Polarization imaging focuses on degrees of linear polarization (DoLP) and angles of polarization (AoP). This paper introduces a polarization imaging set which employs a LWIR polarization imaging system along with a set of cooperative self-made target panels to acquire polarized radiation. The sampling flowchart is given and the process of polarization acquisition demonstrated. The experiment shows that larger the observation angle, stronger DoLP signal and weaker radiance lowers the contrast of polarization image.
INTRODUCTION
As an electromagnetic wave, an optical field has four physical quantities such as the intensity, polarization, wavelength, coherence [1] . The light coming from the scene carries imaging information. Infrared imaging detection depends on the radiation difference between the target and background. However, in some occasions such as low temperature difference or obstacle, an infrared imaging system could not detect targets effectively. Light also contains polarization information of the scene. Polarization imaging has an advantage in low temperature difference or obstacle occasions [2] . Therefore, infrared polarization imaging has been a focus in the area of imaging detection. James D. Howe etc. developed complete Stokes imaging polarimeter to investigate polarization phenomenology and believed that the measured polarization information is dependent on source-scene-sensor geometry [2] . Zhang research on the LWIR polarization characteristics of several typical metallic targets and analyzed the changing rules of the degree and angle of LWIR polarization with the temperature [3] . Niu acquired polarization information of target panels and analyzed the IR polarization characteristics of reflected radiation and spontaneous emission [4] . Wang etc. deduced a general expression of the degree of polarization of object's reflected radiation based on the model of polarized bidirectional reflectivity distribution function and validated it by the experimental data [5] . Gurton etc. examines the polarimetric and radiometric properties of novel textile materials designed to suppress either thermal emission or attenuated stray electromagnetic (EM) field [6] .
The polarization state of an object has relation with material, temperature and surface appearance. Infrared polarization imaging is affected by the radiance, the observation angle and atmosphere [7, 8] . In this paper, we carry out polarization imaging experiments, and capture the radiation data of cooperative target panels with LWIR polarization spectralimager. Then, we calculate radiation Intensity and DoLP. We focus on the variation law that the DoLP varies with the angle between the normal of object surface (NOS) and the light of sight (LOS). This angle is called the observation angle (OA).The observation angle is demonstrated as figure1. 
Polarization Metrics
An optical field can be completely described by four Stokes parameters [1] . 
The first parameter expresses the total radiance of an optical field. The other three parameters describe the polarization state. In experiment, we can obtain the linear polarimetric state by a linear polarizer. The polarimetric imager collects polarimetric signatures using a linear polarizer oriented at 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees. Each sequence of four polarimetric images acquired simultaneously is used to determine the first three parameters of the Stokes vector at each image pixel. They are used to describe the intensity of radiation(I) and the amplitudes of the elect-magnetic waves in mutually perpendicular directions (Q and U) that we also called horizontal direction and perpendicular direction.
When the light passes through an ideal linear polarizer, its polarization state changes can be described by the expression (2), here we ignore the circle polarization component [1] : 
In common occasion, we capture the polarization image of the scene selectively by rotating the polarizer at 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees. Then, we can get the incident Stokes vector at each image pixel by the expression. 
where I θ is the radiation intensity of measured with the polarizer oriented atθ degrees. From the Stokes light definition, we can get the polarization product including degree of linear polarization (DoLP) and angle of polarization (AoP).
In this research, both metrics were computed using the first three Stokes parameters (S0\S1\S2). These metrics are used to assess the polarization of scene and discriminate region of interest.
POLARIMETRIC IMAGING SYSTEM AND TARGET PANELS
This section presents the hardware setup and the cooperative target panel setup. This section also presents both the data acquisition process of a polarimetric imaging system and the metrics that are used to perform the target contrast enhancement.
Hardware System
Figure 2 LWIR imaging spectral imager and the motorized polarizer accessory
The LWIR spectral-imager (as shown in Figure2) has an MCT sensor. Its operating wavelength is 7.8-11.8um and spectral resolution 32cm -1 . Its pixels resolution is 320×256 and its FoV (field of view) is 6.4° ×5.1°. The gain and the offset can be set in a manual mode. The polarizer made of ZnSe is manufactured from SPECAC Corp and its extinction ratio is about 350:1. It is positioned directly in front of inlet lens. The motorized polarizer is rotated by 1° step with 0.1° resolution. The capture process includes the calibration, the capture and display of the images. The non-uniformity correction (NUC) is done by covering two different temperature blackbodies before acquisition. The computer controls the entire capture process from rotating the polarizer to the data acquisition. For each capture, the four images acquired at each polarization angle are averaged. The entire capture process takes less than 2.5 minutes. A wide FoV visible camera provides a global view of the scene.
The target panels are made of several different materials such as aluminum, iron and concrete brick. Each 30cm×30cm target panel is particular in terms of material, coating and surface roughness.
All the target panels are placed on a whole board made of aluminum material. The whole board with holder can be rotated from 0° to 90° by a step of 10°. The board is warmed to the setting temperature in a high temperature cabinet. Figure 3 shows the target panels setting. 
Acquisition Process
The acquisition process can be divided in three steps. The first step is to capture blackbody calibration images. The second step is to capture the scene images with different polarization orientations. The last step is that the scene images are calibrated by the blackbody images.
The calibration stage is shown in figure 4 . The imager takes two-point calibration at different polarization orientations. In automatic mode, the polarization acquisition setting is the four polarization angles in a carousel mode. Once the calibration button is pressed, the imager will acquire the images of blackbody in setting polarization angels step by step until all the polarization angels are traversed.
The acquisition stage is similar to that calibration stage. This state acquires scene images at different setting orientations. At this stage, the observed image is replaced with real scene.
After the acquisition of scene is finished, the third stage uses a pair of blackbody images to correct scene image in the same polarization orientation. Then we will get the calibrated images in different polarization orientation. Based on the synthesis methodology of polarization parameters in the following section, DoLP images will be outputted. 
Data Collection & Impact Analysis
The LWIR spectral imager was deployed in a room environment during the spring of 2018. In the experiment, the target panels warmed at 42℃ are rotated from 0°to 80°by a step of 10°. The radiance and DoLP images are outputted and listed as follow: Figure 6 is the radiation intensity and DoLP of six target panels with OA from 0°to 80°.The radiation intensity of panel 2,4,6 decreases mainly because that its temperature decrease for high emissivity. When OA increases from 0° to 40°, the DoLP of target panels are less variable except panel 1. But with OA increase from 40° to 80°，almost all the panels' DoLPs go up distinctly. From the images listed in figure 5 , we can see distinct contrast enhancement. Comparing all the radiance and polarization images, the radiation intensity of the panels is going down, but the DoLP is going up. Especially, we can see the distinct difference of DoLP as OA increases from 50° to 80°. We can predict that max DoLP will be measured near observation angle 90°. Panel 4 has constant tiny DoLP ,so it shows little variation with OA. Generally, the DoLP of target panels increases with OA. The phenomenon is agreed with the emission polarization theory [9] .
In order to verify the observation angle, we acquired a classical outdoor scene polarization radiation and produced its radiation intensity, DoLP images, as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 is an outdoor tunnel with multiple same panels oriented at different observation angles. In the intensity image, all the panels show almost same grey. However, in the polarization image, these panels show different DoLPs. Those panels with high observation angle show high DoLPs. Other panels with low observation angles show low DoLPs. This proves that observation angle greatly affects DoLP.
Moreover, we study the impact of radiation intensity on polarization product. All the target panels have the same temperature. However, they show different radiation intensity because of their surface emissivity. The list as follows is polarization product of target panels at different temperatures from the same OA. Figure 8 is intensity and DoLP images at OA 70° in different temperature. With the decrease of target panel temperature, the radiation intensity of each target panels decreases gradually and the contrast of the radiance images is reduced consequently. The reason for the contrast decrease is that the radiation intensity at each polarization angle becomes weak. The decrease of radiation intensity will lead to low signal to scatter ratio(SCR) and accordingly the contrast of polarization product would fall down. This phenomenon can somewhat explain why LWIR polarization is first discovered from the incandescent solid and liquid surfaces [10] . 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented evidences to prove that the factors such as observation angle and radiation intensity will affect the detection of polarization. The conclusion is as follows:
1.Observation angle is very important to LWIR polarization detection. The higher the observation angle is, the stronger the DoLP signal will be detected. Even thermal contrast is weak but DoLP contrast is strong. Therefore the polarization imaging may have more distinct DoLP contrast in situations where there is little intensity contrast. This will be helpful in the case of low thermal contrast scene.
2.The temperature of target/background will impact the radiance sensed by the polarization detector. Because of detector' signal noise ratio (SNR) limit, low radiance will render low polarization SCR and the contrast of polarization would decrease consequently.
